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Abstract 
This paper introduces a new method to construct asymptotically f-distributed sequences of points in the ~d The 
algorithm is based on a transformation proposed by Hlawka and Miick. By exploitation of the special structure the method 
proves to be very efficient. 
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I. Introduction 
1.1. Finite pointset methods 
The main idea of finite pointset methods (of particle methods) is to simulate continuous models 
by discrete particles. The advantage of simulating the continuous model instead of the discrete nature 
itself, is that using the information of the model one needs much less particles than there are in reality 
and one is able to compare the simulation with the model, even if there are no direct experimental 
data of the reality. 
The aim of the FPM is to approximate the density f by a finite set of points. The meaning of 
approximation i our sense is presented in Sections 2 and 3. The usual way to apply a FPM to a 
time evolution equation is divided into two steps: 
(1) Given an initial value f0, construct a particle ensemble (see Section 2.1) o9 ° -~  _0 ~0~N - -  " ,P i  , i ) i= l  which 
approximates fo. 
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(2) Change the ensemble in time 
t ~ co,(t) = (pi(t), ~Zi(t))N=I, 
where OOu(O)=oO°s and O)N(t) approximates f ( t ,  .) 
Remark. Another possibility are refinement methods. Here step (2) is substituted by (time is dis- 
cretized in steps z) 
(2') Having constructed coN(kz), one calculates a density f(k+l)~ using Cos(kz) and approximates this 
by ogN((k + 1)z) like in step (1). 
1.2. The aim of  this paper 
Our aim is to find a general and effective method for step (1) (resp. for step (2')). First, we will 
give a short introduction into the underlying mathematics. At first one has to define what is meant 
by approximating densities by finite pointsets. To do this, we have to make things comparable, i.e. 
we have to choose a structure governing both densities and pointsets, measures. Furthermore, it is 
shown there that our problem of approximation has always a solution in the sense discussed there. 
In addition, we have to choose also some distance between a pointset and a density, such that one 
can say, whether an approximation is good enough or is not. 
First, steps to solve the problem of constructing pointsets approximating some density f were 
done by Hlawka and Miick in 1971 (see [8,9]). We will use the principal idea of the algorithm 
which was proposed there, but we will develop a numerically more efficient method and estimate 
the approximation error and asymptotic behavior of the pointsets constructed in this way. 
We state a catalog of requirements for construction methods also with respect o step (2'). 
The method introduced here fulfills these requirements and is also proven to converge for any 
density f, if the number of particles tends to infinity. 
In the end some numerical tests are presented to assure the theoretical results. 
2. Particles, measures and weak convergence 
Let f2 _C R d, 2 = ,~,d denotes the Lebesgue measure on the ~d and ~ = ~(f2) the matching Borel- 
algebra. 
2.1. Particle ensembles and discrete measures 
Definition 2.1. co, : (~ i ,  Pi)in=l is called particle ensemble: ¢~ 
(i) ~ iER +, i----1,...,n 
(ii) PiC(2, i : l , . . . ,n .  
Notations. (1) If p C g2, then we denote by 6p the discrete measure 
0, p~A 
'~AA):= 1, p~A VA~.  
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(2) Let ogn be a particle ensemble. We define the discrete measure 6o,, as 
6~.(A) := ~ 0~i~p,(A) VA E ~. 
i=1 
(3) @(O):= {6~. IO~n particle ensemble}. 
(4) ~l(~C~):= {¢~oJn E ~ [ ~con(~) ~--~- 1}. 
Remark. 6,o, E ~1(f2)¢=> ~i~=1 ~i = 1. 
2.2. Absolutely continuous measures 
Notations. (1) Let ~( f2)= {f :  f2 ~ ~+1 fo f d2 < c<~} be the set of all densities on I2. 
(2) Given f2, we denote by JCac(g2) the set of all absolutely continuous measures (with respect 
to 2) on f2, i.e. for any # E ~/ac(f2), there is a f E ~-(f2), such that 
#(A)= fA fd2  VAE~. 
(3) For any f E ~-(O), let 
#f(A):: fA fd2  VAE~. 
Hence pf E Jgac(f2). 
(4) Analogously, we define ~ ={f  E ~-I fo f d2= 1} the set of all probability densities and Jg~ 
the set of all absolutely continuous probability measures. 
Remark. If fE~ and K=fo fd2 ,  then for f :=(1 /x ) f  it holds 
2.3. Weak convergence of  measures 
Definition 2.2. If (#n).E~ is a sequence of  measures and # is a measure, we call (#~),~ to be 
weakly convergent to # and we write 
#n w.> # : ~::~, 
where ~fu(~) denotes the class of bounded countinous functions on fL 
Remark. Let #Z E Jga~, f E o~1 with f=  xf. If (d~=(o~i, Pi)'i=l ),e~ is a sequence of particle nsembles 
with 
,~,° w. #/, 
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v then ((Dn)nE N where ~v=~CdOv (i.e. ogv=( ei, Pi)i=l) converges weakly to/~f 
6~,. w>/q. 
Hence, if we are able to approximate probability measures, we can approximate any absolutely 
continuous measure. 
For the proof of weak convergence of a sequence of measures it is not necessary to test all 
<p E <gb(f2). There is a couple of equivalent formulations - see the next theorem. For the special 
problem, whether ensembles converge weakly see also Section 2.6. 
Theorem 2.3. Let (2 C Na be compact. 
equivalent: 
(i) /2 n w .  ]'/, 
(ii) #n(M) ---, #(M) 
(iii) #n(Rp) ~/~(Rp) 
and 
R(x,,...,x~) := {(~1,..., ~d) E ~l ~i <Xi, i= 1,... ,d}. 
(/tn),~N,#CJgm(f2). Then the followin9 statements are 
VME~(12)  I~-continuous, i.e. /~(0M)=0, 
VRp E ~l(f2), where ~(f2) := {Rp [ p E 12, Rp i~-continuous} 
For the proof see e.g. [3] 
2.4. Sequences of points and sequences of ensembles 
In this section we want to examine special particle ensembles, induced by sequences of points. 
Notations. (1) Let (an, Pn)nE~, such that con := (ei, Pi)i"=l is a particle ensemble Vn E N. 
We denote by 
the sequence of particles induced by (~,, Pn)ncN. 
(2) If (Pn)n~ Q (2, they induce the equiweighted sequence of points 
(~Op°),~ := (o~o/,,p.)),~ ~. 
Equiweighted sequences of points are of special interest, since the amount of data to be generated 
stored is the least of all particle ensembles. 
In the next section we will show, that given any absolutely continuous probability measure 
#ind/[l (f2), it is possible to construct an equiweighted sequence of points, such that the corresponding 
sequence of discrete measures converges weakly to #. 
2.5. Discrete measures are dense 
The following theorem - for proof see [2, Section 45] - states that the discrete measures are dense 
in J//ac: 
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Theorem 2.4. Given any # E JCac, there is a sequence of  particle ensembles (og.).~N, such that 
6,o, w. # 
Concerning equiweighted sequences of points, we have the following result from [12]: 
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Theorem 2.5. Let ~N E ~ be a particle ensemble. Then there & a sequence of  points (p,),e~ and 
a constant C, only dependin9 on cbN, such that 
i n  
6p,(A) - 6~(A)  ~< C VA E ~(t2) Vn E N. 
i=1 n 
Putting these two results together, we gain our required statement: 
Theorem 2.6. Let # E .///~. Then there exists a sequence of  points (P,),zN c f2, such that 
60~o w. #. 
2.6. The discrepancy 
The terms introduced in this section are originally developed in number theory. We will use the 
measure-theoretical notation introduced in the section before. 
Definition 2.7. Let f E~l(I2).  A sequence 
f-distributed: ¢~ 
16o,~.(Rp) - #s(Rp)l  --, o 
of points (p~)~s~Cf2 is called asymptotically 
Remark. (P,),zN is asymptotically f-distributed ¢¢'6,o~. w. #f 
From a practical point of view, it is not only of interest whether a given sequence of points is 
asymptotically f-distributed, but also how "good" a fixed 6,,, approximates the given #f. This means 
we need a distance in the space of measures. This distance has to induce the weak convergence. 
There is a couple of such metrics (see e.g. [3]), but we will only use the discrepancy. 
Definition 2.8. (i) Let # and v E J/l(f2). We call 
D(#, v) := sup I#(R) - v(R)I, 
RE~ 
the discrepancy of # and v 
(ii) If con is a particle-ensemble and f E ~1(t2), we use the abbreviation: 
Df(ogn) := D(fio~o, #f). 
Remarks. (a) D is a metric on J/l(f2) 
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(b) There are different kinds of discrepancies, taking the supremum over different sets. The metric 
introduced above often is called D*, while D is used for an equivalent metric. 
The following theorem is well known: 
Theorem 2.9. I f  (cOn).e~ is a sequence of particle-ensembles and f E ~l(f2), then it holds 
Ds(co.)~0 ¢, 6~° w,ui. 
The discrepancy is an useful tool to prove weak convergence as well as for error estimates. In one 
dimension, it is quite easy to calculate the discrepancy for a given particle-ensemble, but in higher 
dimensional cases - and those are the cases we are interested in here - this is a very expensive 
operation in terms of computational effort. 
3. The method by Hlawka and Miiek 
3. I. The transformation 
Notation. For f E ~ ([0, 1 ]d) the transformation 
F: [0, 1] d --~ [0, 1 ]d 
is given by its coordinate-functions 
Fk(Xl .... ,xk) : :  £kf~. . . f l  f (xl , . . . ,Xk- l ,~k,. . . ,~d) d~d'''d~k+ld~k 
Properties 3.1. 
(1) For fixed al,...,ak-1, Fk (al . . . . .  ak-l,Xk) & monotonically non descending in xk. 
(2) F is surjective. 
(3) I f  f is positive (i.e. f (x )>0 VxE [0, 1]d), then F is also injective. 
(4) I f  f E cgl([0, 1]d), then F is a diffeomorphism and it holds: 
(a) The Jacobian JF=(OFi/Oxj)di,j=_l is a lower triangular matrix 
(b) The diagonal elements have the structure 
~Fk Ik 
~xk L-I '  
where Ik : :  f01.., f l  f (Xl . . . . .  xk, ~k+1,..., (d) d~d • • • d~k. 
(c) Since 
f 
I0=[  dpf=l  and Id : f ,  
Jr0 ,1] d 
the functional-determinant ],.IF[ = f .  
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(d) I f  we define T :=F -l, we get 
1 
IJrl f 
and usin9 the transformation formula for integrals: 
fo,,la ~P(~)f(~) d~= fEo,al~°(T(x))f(x)lJrJ dx=/o,,1. 
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3.2. Transformed sequences of points 
Theorem 3.2. Let (copo)n~N be an asymptotically uniformly distributed sequence of points and let 
f as well as F and T be 9iven as in Proposition 3.1(4). Then (cOr(p,)),e~ is asymptotically f- 
distributed 
Proof. Show 6,oT~p,~ w. #/. 
Let ~o E ~b([0, 1]d). Using the definition of #f, we get 
~[i,lla ~P dktf = f[O,lld q~f d)" = f[o,ua I~ d~" 
where ~b := ~of. (Thus ~ E cgb([O, 1]d)). Since ~OpoiS asymptotically uniformly distributed, it holds 
f[0,1]a ~k deS'% ---~ f[0,1]d ~b d2" 
The theorem for transformations of measures implies 
fF(to,1]~) ~p d6'°T, po, = f[o,1]fl tP ° F)lJFI d6'°T~po, = f[O,lF qo f d6~o = fto,1]~  d6°~," 
Collecting these results, we get: 
If we do not have the property f >0, the following corollary still is true: 
Corollary 3.3. Let f E ~ll([0, 1] d) A ~l([0, 1] d) and K :=supp(f). Then it holds 
(i) F :K  ~ [0, 1] d defined as above is a diffeomorphism. 
(ii) I f  we define T: [0, 1] d ~K as T:=(FIx) -1 and (COp,)nsN is an asymptotically uniformly dis- 
tributed sequence of points, then (COr~po)nc~ is asymptotically f-distributed. 
Proof. ad (ii): Let cp E ~b([0, l]d). Then we get analogously to the proof of Corollary 3.2 
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If N := [0, 1]a\K, we have 
6o, T,,.,(N) = 0 and pf(N) = O. [] 
Hlawka and Miick can prove the following - -  not really satisfactory - -  result concerning the dis- 
crepancy of the transformed sequences (see [9]) 
Theorem 3.4. Suppose COp. C [0, 1] a is a sequence of points and for the transformation F the 
Lipschitz-condition 
[IF(x) - F(y)I I~ <<.k l lx  - Y[I~ 
holds, then there exists a constant c, such that 
~D Df (~Or(p.))~<c- ¢ zt0.,,,(O~p.). 
Remark. (a) If f is continuously differentiable, then F is Lipschitz-continuous. 
(b) This theorem also implies, that asymptotically uniformly distributed sequences are transformed 
into f-distributed ones. 
d (c) If f factorizes ( f (X l , . . .  ,Xd)= I - [ i=l  f i (x i ) ) ,  then F(R)E ~((2) for any R E ~(I2) and hence 
Df(ogr(p,)) <~ c . Dzlo,j ~ (Wp.). 
3.3. The method 
We have seen, that using the transformed sequences of points CUr(p.), we have the possibility 
to reduce the problem of constructing f-distributed sequences to the construction of uniformly 
distributed sequences of points on the unit interval [0, 1] d. The difficulty now is hidden in the 
transformation T=F -1, which is not given for arbitrary f .  We will now briefly introduce the idea 
of Hlawka and Miick. They use a recurrent formula to approximate the transformed points. 
Notation. Let ~ E •, we write 
[~] := max{z ~ 0e}. 
zEZ 
Method 
given: N 
p(1),..., p(N) 
goal: ~(1) . . . .  , ~(N) 
The ~(i) : (~i), .  ~i)~ • ",qd ) 
1 ~.= p(i) F(~(li),.. z(i) p}j)) ~(k;) :---- ~ [1 + - ] • , t t i _  1 , 
Hlawka and Miick are able to show (see [9]): 
by Hlawka and Miick 
number of points to be transformed 
sequence of points 
approximation of T(p l ) . . .T (pN)  
are calculated by the recurrent formula: 
k=l , . . . ,d  
i = 1 , . . . ,N  
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Theorem 3.5. Suppose f is chosen, such that F E cgd and there is a M E R, such that 
D'F~<M for any multi index ~ E ~ d where ~-'~ o~i <~ d. 
I f  COp~ is an arbitrary sequence of points and coq~ is constructed usin9 the above method, then the 
discrepancy of cop~ := COFfiN) can be estimated by 
Of(ogpN ) <~ ( 1 + 2M) a Df(~Op~ ). 
As asymptotic behavior, we get: 
Corollary 3.6. I f  f is chosen like in the theorem above, (COp.),~ is asymptotically uniformly 
distributed and for any N E ~ o~q~ is constructed by the method of Hlawka and Miick, then 
DS(~oON ) ---, 0, 
i.e. (o9~.),~ N is asymptotically f-distributed. [] 
3.4. Some critical remarks 
The method of Hlawka and Miick provides the ability to find a 6~N, that approximates #f for any 
given f E 4 .  For the calculation, we only need to know F, which we get by integration of f ,  but 
not T=F -1. 
In general, we do not have an analytical description of F, but we have to find the value of F by 
numerical integration. Therefore, the number of evaluations of F mainly influences the efficiency of 
the method. If we define 
q)(N) :=Number of evaluations of F to construct a sequence of N points, 
then we get for the Hlawka-/Mfick-method 
q~I-I-M(N)=d" N: i.e. ~H_M:(9(N2). 
For increasing N this leads to enormous computational effort. 
An advantage of the method is, that the ~(i)'s are constructed completely independently. The 
relationships between the ~(0's are given only by the uniform distribution of the originally p(i)'s. 
Hence, we can construct he ~(i)'s in parallel. 
This method constructs sequences of ensembles. For any given N a special set of points ~(u 1),..., ~(u N) 
is constructed. And for fixed original sequence of uniformly distributed points N is the only param- 
eter to decrease the discrepancy. So if it is necessary to increase the accuracy of the approximation, 
we have to reconstruct the whole sequence. This is a big disadvantage of the Hlawka/Miick method. 
If we want to use a refinement method, then the distributions of two succeeding time steps f(k~) 
and f((k+l)~) do not differ much. So it would be good, if we were able to reuse the information 
gained in step kz to construct he sequence of step (k + 1)z. Using the Hlawka/Miick formula this 
is impossible. 
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The advantages and disadvantages are collected in the following: 
Advantages 
The method "works" for arbitrary f E ~1. (But the error estimates need a more regular f . )  
We get the asymptotic behavior Df ~ 0. 
It is possible to construct the ~(0's in parallel. 
Disadvantages 
The number of function calls of 17 is of order N 2. 
Decreasing the discrepancy needs complete reconstruction. 
The same problem with refinement. 
4. The iterative approach 
4.1. Iterative methods to construct ransformed sequences 
The basic idea of the iterative method to construct transformed sequences without explicit evalu- 
ation of the transformation T = F -1 is to replace the direct calculation 
q(i)=Tp(i), i=  1, . . . ,N 
by the solution of the nonlinear system of equations 
Fq (i)= p(~), i=  1,...,N. 
Considering the remarks on the method of Hlawka and Miick in the preceding Section 3.4, we state 
the following requirements on the solver of the system: 
(1) The method shall converge for arbitrary fE~,  i.e. for given f ,  p(l),...,p(N) and e>0 the 
method finds ~(1)  . . . .  ,~(N)  such that 
II - p(i)II i=  1 . . . .  ,N. (1) 
(2) Given e>0 the method should construct sequences of points (~(n)),en, which fulfill condition 
(1). 
So we gain the property of extensional-ability, but on the other hand, we loose the nice 
asymptotics of the Hlawka/Mfick sequences, because we have to introduce the additional pa- 
rameter ~. 
(3) The method should solve the equations for the separate points independently, such that it is 
possible to construct the points in parallel. 
(4) For given e the number of evaluations of F should only increase linearly with the number of 
transformed points: 
(9(O(N)) =N. 
(5) The method should be able to reuse the old z (1) r,(N) in the case where the new f(k+l) does "~ [k] ' " " " ' t/[k] 
not differ too much from the old one. This means that the method should support refinement 
methods. 
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Requirement (5) is especially fulfilled by iterative methods, i.e. by methods of the form 
19 : •dxN ---, ~dxN, 
(q(l),..., q(N)) H (01 (q(l) . . . . .  q(N), ),..., ON(q(,),..., q(A,))), 
where IIFOi(q(1),...,q ( i ) ) -  p(O II ~<llFq (') - p(i) l], i= 1,...,N. 
Requirement (3) implies, that O factorizes: 
Oi(q(1),. .., q(N)) = Oi(q(i)). 
If furthermore we require that 
0 (i) --~ 0 (1) :7  0 Vi E ~, 
then we fulfill at the same time requirement (2). 
This leads to the basic definition of methods using the iterative approach: 
Method using the iterative approach 
given: N Number of the particles to be constructed 
p(]), . . . ,p(N) Particles to be transformed 
q(l) a (N) Initial distribution 
[01 ' " " " ' "/[Ol 
goal: ~(1),...,~(N) particles fulfilling condition (1) 
For any i= l , . . . ,N  
construct a( i )a ( i )  n ( i )  where a (i) :--0(q[(~] )) and 
"/[0] ~ */[1] ~ " " " ' ~l[vi]t a[k+l] 
vi minimal, such that a (i) fulfills condition (1). 
Set  ~( i )  : _~_a( i )  
~[~,i] 
4.2. Estimates for the discrepancy 
Because the method constructs a sequence (~(")), c ~, such that condition (1) holds, instead of the 
transformed sequence (q('):= Tp(")), c ~, we have to compare the discrepancies. 
Theorem 4.1. Suppose f E 4([0 ,  1] a) is chosen, such that the coordinate functions FI,...,Fd fulfill 
for any (al,... ,ak-l ) E [0, 1] k-I : F~(al .... ,ak-l,Xk) is twice continuously differentiable as a function 
of xk and there exist 
M, := sup (OFk '~-' 
(Xl,...,Xk)£: [O,l] k ~-"kXk (xl,...,xe)] 
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Let OOxN and o)yN be sequences of  points fulfilling 
IIFxj - Fyjll ~<~, 
where ~ > 0 is 9iven, then it holds 
[Di(o)x~)-Di(~OyN)l~< Ilfl lo~Mk e+(fi(ez). 
k=l 
Proof. Let R := Rp = RCm,...,m ) E ~([0,  1]a). 
We define 
6+:= [FI-~(FI(p~) + ~) -  p~ if F l (p l )~<l -e ,  
1 - PI else. 
For k = 2,. . .  ,d we introduce the following functions: 
F~ +~+ :R~R,  
Pk w+ Fk(pl + 61+,. •., Pk-1 + 6k_l, + Pk) 
and we set 
a+:= { 
Analogously, 
al:= { 
~p+6 + ,. x (FP+a+) - l (FP+a+(pk)+~) -pk  if r~ ~pk)<~l -e ,  
1 - Pk else. 
we define 
Fl - l (F l (Pl)  - e) - Pl if Fl(pl)>~0, 
Pl else, 
F~ -a- " IR -+ R, 
Pk w-+ Fk(p l  --  ~1 , ' " ,  Pk-1  --  (~k-l ,  Pk ) ,  
(F / -a - ) - I (FP -a -  (pk) + e) - Pk 
t Pk 
Because the first derivatives of  any F p+a~ 
We use the abbreviations: 
R + := R~p~+a~,...,p~+a~), 
R -  := R~p,_~?,...,m_~- ). 
By definition of  R + and R- ,  it follows 
&,~ (R- )  ~< &,,~ (R) ~< &,,~ (R + ) 
.rz, p+6+ ,, -~ if rk tpk)~>~, 
else. 
are bounded from below, these 6~ are well defined. 
(2) 
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because if Ye E R- ,  then x: E R, if not there would exist a k E {1,... ,d} where IFk(y:) - Fk(x:) I>e 
and this would contradict the assumptions of the theorem. Analogously, x: E R implies y: E R +. 
The definition of the discrepancy leads to: 
16~,~N (R +) - #T(R+)[ ~ Df(COyN), 
I,L~N (R-) - pAR- ) I  ~< Df(o~yN). 
Using the triangular inequality [a - b[ >t [a] - [b I and the positivity of the summands, we can rewrite 
this as 
Gv,, (R+)/> -Df(coy~ ) + #f(R +), 
Gy x (R - )  >/ -Df (ogy  N ) +/g f (a -  ). 
Using (2) and subtracting #f(R), we get 
-(#f(R) -- #f(R-)) -- Df(C0yN) ~ 6~xN(R) -- pf(R) 
~/gf(R +) - -  ]gf(R) q- Df(r_~yN). (3)  
Hence, we must estimate the differences between the f-Volumes of R + and R (resp. between R 
and R-  ). 
~:(R +) - ~:(R) 
= #f(R(p, +6+,p2 +6;,...,pd+a"j ) ) -- /~f(R(p,,p2,...,pd) ) 
=/G(R(m +6~,p2 +6;,...,pd +6~ ) ) --/'tf(R(pl,p2+a +,...,pd +6~) ) 
+ lAf(R(p,,p2+6~,...,pd+6~ ) ) - IAf(R(p,,p2,...,pa+6"~ ) ) 
° , °  
+ ]Af(R(p,,...,p~_,,pd+6; ) ) -- #f(R(p,,...,pd_,,pd) ). 
We examine the kth row: 
]Af (R(p, ,...,pk-,,pk +6~-,...,pd +6~-) ) -- /~f (R(m ,...,Pk,Pk+l 6~+, ,...,pd+6~)) 
[Pk+6;~oP' IP~- ' I  pk+' fO pd . . . . . .  f (~l  . . . . .  ~d)d~d''" d~k+ld~k-1 • " " d~l d~d 
= ~' Pk  JO  JO  
a~- Vol<~_, (~(~,....,,,~_,,,,,+,,...,,,~)) Ilfllo~ 
,< a~-[Ifllo~. 
Using the definition of 6~, we have 
6; .< ~((F:+6)-') 
&. e + (9(~ 2) 
~<Mk e + Cg(~z). 
(4) 
100 
Hence, using (4): 
#I(R+) -&(R)~ < Ilfll~ ~--~Mk e+(9(~2). 
k=l / 
The analogous examination on the lower bound in (3) leads to: 
&(R)-#f(R-)~< Ilfll~-~.Mk ~+o(e 2) 
k=l 
R was chosen arbitrarily, hence (3) implies: 
Df(O']XN)--Of(OJYN)~ Ilfll~ ~-~Mk e+(5(e 2) 
k=l 
and interchanging the rolls of 8~o~ and 6~,,~ 
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leads to the proof of the statement. [] 
Remark. If inf f > 0 and f E cgl, then f is fulfilling the assumptions of the statement. 
Corollary 4.2. Suppose f is chosen as in the above theorem and oop<N) is a sequence of points. I f  
we denote by OOq{N> the transformed sequence and by O~,~u) a sequence constructed by an iterative 
method, then 
[Df(ogq (~)) - Df(°~4:~')[ ~< [If l l~ ~--~ Mi e + g0(e2). 
i=l 
If one leaves the sequence Ogq{~) fixed and changes the distribution f - -  this is important with respect 
to requirement (5) - -one  gets: 
Theorem 4.3. Let Ogpo be a particle-ensemble and let f ,  g E ~1(f2), then 
ID i (%.)  - D~(cOp.)l ~< IIf - gilL,. 
Proof. Let R E ~(f2) be arbitrary but fixed. By the definition of the discrepancy, it holds 
[3~o(R) - pf(R)[ ~Df(cOp, ).
On the other hand, we have 
lab.(R) - #g(R)l ~< 13~o(R) - #s(R)I + I#s(R) - #~(R)I 
and using 
Its(R) - m(R)l ~< f~ I f  - g] d2 
~< Ilf - g}}L,, 
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we get: 
]6~,~(a) - f ig (R) ]  ~< Df(oJp~) -[- [If - gilL, 
and because R was chosen arbitrarily, we get 
Oo( Opo) - Of(  n) I I f  - gi lL, ,  
Interchanging f and g leads to the required result. [] 
4.3. Asymptotic behavior of  iterative methods 
Altogether, using results Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 4.2, we get: 
Corol lary 4.4. Let f be given as in Theorem 4.1, furthermore let o~p<o) be an asymptotically uni- 
formly distributed sequence of points and en ~ O. I f  co4~ is chosen, such that for any n E N 
IIF0 I > - p(')ll <<- F'n, i=  1,.. . ,n, 
then coC~ is an asymptotically f-distributed sequence of  particle ensembles. 
Proof. Let COq~., denote the transformed sequence of points with respect o Ogp~.>. Then Theorem (3.2) 
implies: 
Of((Dq(n) ~ O. 
Using (4.2) and en ~ O, we get 
[Df(cOq,o,) - Dy(co4~:,) I ~ O. 
Because of the linearity of limits: 
Dy(~:, ) ~ O. [] 
Hence for the asymptotic behavior we again need sequences of ensembles and therefore the 
requirement of extension-ability is not completely fulfilled. But we have now two parameters and 
hence more flexibility. Furthermore: If o9.~> is constructed and we need co.<~) for M>N, we get 
q~N qeM 
a(1) a(N) So we do not lose gained information as using the method -~M a(1), • • •, a (N)_,,~ by iterating the ~,  . .., ~ . 
of  Hlawka and Mfick. 
4.4. Some remarks on quasi-Newton methods 
Quasi-Newton methods minimize nonlinear functionals. We choose 
: - -  I IFx - p ( i ) [ I  2 
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to be minimized, where the square is taken for regularity aspects. As distance we take the Euclidean 
one. 
Remark. For every step of iteration, it is necessary to calculate the gradient of ~. Therefore, we 
need ~ E c~ ~. This is true if f E cg 1. 
Powell has shown in [13] that the sequence (xtnl)nEn constructed by the quasi-Newton method 
introduced there - -  a BFGS method using inexact line-search - -  converges for arbitrary xt01 E R d 
super-linearly to a local minimum of ~ if the following assumptions are true: 
(i) ~t-/E (~2, 
(ii) ~ is a convex function. 
These requirements, especially the convexity, are the main problems if we want to use such 
methods to transform our sequences of particles, because we cannot guarantee them for arbitrary f 
(even smooth f do not lead to convex ~). Another objection to those minimization methods in our 
context is given by the necessity of using the square of the distance, such that the convergence is 
slow. 
An adaptation of a quasi-Newton method is shown in more detail in [6]. 
So quasi-Newton methods fulfill requirements (2)-(5)  given at the beginning of this section but 
they fail concerning requirement (1). So we must choose another approach to the iterative methods. 
5. The method 
Because minimization methods lead to the problems hown in the latter section, we have to choose 
another approach to solve the system of nonlinear equations. 
5.1. Nonlinear Gaufl-Seidel methods 
Those methods extend the GauB-Seidel method to solve linear systems. 
We want to solve ~ = 0, where ~P is given by 
: ~a__~ff~a, 
x ~ Fx - p(i). 
If we write ~P as 
~' = (~1 .... , ~) ,  
it holds: 
: ¢1(x l  ), 
¢,2 =  2(xl,x2), 
¢'d = Cd(x  . . . .  
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By definition of the method: 
Nonlinear Gaui~Seidel method 
given: 
x = 
system 
starting vector 
stopping condition 
goal: x* Solution of ~(x)=0 
Construct x[°l,x[1],...,x Iv] where 
x[k-I-1] ,I, (~[k+l] ~[k] . , x [k ] )=O 
1 solves ~Vll,.~ 1 , .x  2 ~. .  
1[ k+l] ,h (~[k-I-1] ~[k+l] ~[k] .,Xd[k])=O 
2 solves ~2ka,1 ~'~2 ~3 ' ' "  
Xd [k+l] solves l i ld(xlk+l], . . . ,xd[k+l])=O 
and v minimal, such that 
II  v )lloo 
Set x* :=x[v] 
we see, assuming the solution of the one-dimensional equations i  found within the bounds of ~, that 
the stopping condition is fulfilled after one single iteration. The method uses the triangular structure 
of the transformation F. So the problem is reduced from the solution of a nonlinear system with 
d unknowns to the solution of d nonlinear equations in one unknown. 
5.2. The solution in one dimension 
We examine the functions ~ki by the help of Proposition 3.1: 
Corollary 5.1. Let f c~( [0 ,  1] d) and let the transformation F be defined as in Proposition 3.1 
and T=(~l , . . . ,~a)  be 9iven as above. For 9iven kE{1,. . . ,d} let (al . . . . .  ak-i)E[0, 1] k-l be chosen 
arbitrarily but fixed. Then it holds for the restrictions ~k~ where 
~; : ~ ,  
xk ~--~ k(al,. . ,ak-l,xk ). 
(i) ~( [0 ,  1]) = [_p(O, 1 - p(O]. 
(ii) ~k~ is monotonically non decreasing. 
(iii) ~k~ is continuous. Hence ~ has a zero in [0, 1]. 
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(iv) ffff is continuously differentiable and 
d~ _ rio...f~ f (ab . . .  ,ak-l,Xk, ~k+l,..., Ca)d~a"" d~k+l 
dxk - fd fd. . .fd f (a , , . . . ,ak - l ,¢k  . . . .  ,¢d)dCd""" d~k+l dCk" 
(v) I f  f >O, then ~9~ is strictly monotonically increasing and there is exactly one zero in [0, 1]. 
Proof. These properties are consequences of the properties of the transformation F (see Proposi- 
tion 3.1). [] 
Especially point (iv) is important: The ~9~ are differentiable if f is continuous. So we have the 
possibility to fulfill requirement (1) from Section 4.1 in a wide range. 
Because the derivatives of the ffff are given explicitly and the evaluation of those derivatives require 
an comparable amount of calculation as the evaluation of the functions themselves, a Newton method 
can be used to find the zeroes. But we have to take into account hat the functions are only defined 
on a bounded set and also the monotonicity of the functions should be used. 
Therefore, we combine a Newton method with a method of nested intervals. 
5.3. The algorithm 
Suppose a starting vector (xl °1 ... .  ,xa t°]) and ~(x)=Fx-  p(i) are given. We look for the solution 
i.e. x~' solves 
~;*(xk)=0. 
To get it, we construct in parallel a sequence (x~ jl)j~ ~ containing at least a convergent subsequence 
as well as a sequence of intervals ([(tJJ,rEJl])jc~, where 
x~ E[ftJJ, r tjl] V jE~. (5) 
Because of the monotonicity and the continuity, condition (5) is fulfilled, if 
~O]*([ tjl) ~< 0 and ~b]*(rIJl)~>0. 
At the beginning, we choose 
[x~°l, 1] if ~9kx* (x~°l) < 0, 
[0,x~ °1] if ~S(x~°l)>0. 
If ~k{* (x~°])=0, then xk* =x~ °] is the solution. 
This interval fulfills condition (5). 
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For each iteration step we calculate to x~ jl the corresponding Newton iterate: 
(/1 .--~tJl ~;* (x~ jl) 
~*  (x~ jl ) 
if existing, i.e. if ~h'kX*(x~ jl) ¢- O. We know that ~hf i>0. But ~h~*(x~ j]) may be very small or equal to 
zero. In this case we have to calculate the new value of x~ j+~] using another method. Furthermore, 
we have to exclude the case of the sequence " [j]" txk )j~ ~ getting to cycle. Therefore, we introduce the 
following indicator functions: 
1 if x* [J] ~ (x~)>0, 
~;  :=  6+(x~J ] ) :=  0 if x* [J] ~Oi (x~)<0, 
~0~ (x,)>0, 6~-:=6-(x~ j]):= 0 if x* [J] 
1 i f  x* [Jl ~ (xk)<0. 
In addition, we choose constants y* and yy, such that 
0<7"  ~< y j< l  
and we set 
and 
x[J+U . _  k "-- / ~JJ 
r U] _¢[1] ~tJl + I0~* (~[J])l ,/,;*(rC,~)_O;* Vr,') 
if ~Jle [([J] + ~j l r t J l  - / t J ]  I, 
rtJJ - ~;y j l r t J l  - ~tJ~l] 
else 
{ [[[J],x [j+l]] if '/'~*rx[J+II~--'~ ~k k k )~Lt, 
[ ~[j+ll'r[j+l]] :=  Ix[j+ 1 ] r.. ,hx.[~[j+l]~jt  ~
k , rtjj] if w, V', )-.v. 
This means if ~[Jl does not lie inside the search interval, we interpolate x, [j+~] linearly between the 
old x~ jl and the other boundary of the search interval (By definition x, [j] is one of the boundaries.) 
Using this definition condition (5) holds. 
For every x~ jl we have to evaluate the function @{* as well as its derivative. We see 
qj;*(x~J])= fo ~j' fd'"f~ f (x~ ' " "X~- l ,~k , ' " ,~d)d~d' ' 'd~k _ p~O 
f~ f l .  . .f~ f(x'{,...,x~,_,,¢k,...,¢d)dCd" " " Ck+l de, 
d$~* x~ j '-  _ f l . . . f l  f (X~, . . . ,X~_I ,X~j] ,¢k+ 1 . . . .  Cd)dCa...d¢,+l 
dxk fl f2...ffo f(x~{,...,xT,_,,¢k,...,¢d)d¢d...d¢,+l d¢, 
.AJ] Hence, we evaluate the denom- that the denominators are the same and they do not depend on ~, . 
inator in advance and only once. In each step we, therefore, have only to evaluate the nominators. 
x* * • found, the nominator of d$g /dxk[x; and the denominator needed to find the zero of $~+~ are Is x k
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the same, hence we have to calculate a denominator only in the first step. So only two numerical 
integrations are to be done in one iteration. 
Remark.  It is obvious that the method automatically normalizes the densities to be approximated. 
If  f=  1¢f, then ~*= ~x* as well as ~x*=~,x*. 
We will use the abbreviations: 
7EJ] d~[  x?- z'~jl ,i,x* ....[j] "'k p(i) and 
So we can sum up the algorithm as shown below: 
Transformation using Gau6-Seidel-iteration 
given: ~ =(q,,,...,Ca) 
x[°] = (x[ °] . . . .  ,d)X[°] 
system 
starting vector 
stopping condition 
goa I: x* 
~ Calculate N1 
[~ For k=l , . . . ,d  do 
I-q 
solution of ~(x)----O 
Calculate Z [°] and set f[0] and r [°] correspondingly. Set j :=  0 
7t[J] If z~[J]--O go to ~- ]  Calculate .~ k • 
Calculate ~J] and check whether 
~J}~ [~tJJ + 6+7j l  r [ j l  - [fJ}l, rM - 6~vi i  r[ j J  - f[J]l] 
not go to [2e~ 1 If 
Set X !++1] ~[Y] k :-~- • 
Go to~-~ 
Set x [j+]] E [j] " "[J]" ' r[J]-E[J] := + I~ ' (  c )l~;*(r[J})-~;*(tEJ]) 
Set E [j+l] and r [ j+l ]  correspondingly, 
Calculate Z [j+]] and check whether 
z[j+I] p(i) 
Nk <e 
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V-----q 
I f  not set j := j - t -1  and go to 12h i  
Set Nk+~ :=Z '[j+~] 
Set x~ :=xJ j+11. Increase k :=k+ 1. I fk<~d go back to [ -~  
(x*, . . . ,x*)  is the solution. 
5.4. The convergence of  the method 
Theorem 5.2. Let fE~( [0 ,1 ]  d) and p(i) E[O, 1]d. Suppose kE{1, . . . ,d}  and (x*,. * • . ,Xk__ 1 ) 
[0, 1] k-~ are given arbitrarily but fixed. Then the algorithm given in the section above stops for 
any given e>O after finitely many steps with a solution 
IF(x*, * . . . . ,Xk_ l ,Xk  ) - -  p([l<e. 
Proof. We show, that the constructed sequence (x[k jl)je ~ includes a convergent subsequence. 
We distinguish two cases: 
Case 1 : r [j] - ~'[J] ~ O. 
It holds for any j E N: 
~x*(~rj]) ~ 0 ~ ~x* (r[J]). 
Hence using that ~x*, Vj E N are monotonic: 
~'[J] <~ x* <~ r [j] 
and, therefore, 
~[J] --+X* and r [j] ---+ x* .  
Using 
ge[j] <...[j] r[j] ~k ~< VjEN, 
we get 
x[J] ---+ X *.  k 
Case 2: r LjJ - d E jl >1 (>0 Vj E N. 
Let us choose ( to be the limit of the sequence (r Ejl - f t J l ) j e~.  Because (r Ej] -~[J])jsN is a 
monotonically decreasing sequence bounded from below by 0 there exists a limit ~>0. 
We assume there is no subsequence (x~J'l)is~, such that (J/d'(x~J'l))i~--+0. 
Hence, 
IO;'( EJJ)I ÷0 and [I//kX*(r[J])[-/+0. 
These are monotonically decreasing sequences. Therefore there exists an ~>0, which is the lower 
bound of x* [/1 x* I~b~ (x k )[. We choose fl as an upper bound of d~k~ /dxk. 
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We choose jo, such that for any j>jo it holds: (r [a'l - f[ J l )<( + e, where 
e :=min  2--~'~Y* l+e '  
We examine the case that x~ J] =~[J] (The other case xk [A =r  [A is to be treated analogously.) 
The new value xJ j+11 can be achieved by a Newton-iteration (Case a) of by linear interpolation 
(Case b). 
x!J+u = 4J1: Case a: k 
Case al: If ~,kX*(xkU+l])<O, then 
r [ j+H _ ~[ j+ l ]  __~ r[j] _ x[ J+I  ] 
=r [A-  (x[j] 
r [ j ]  _ v/[Jl q- 
But this contradicts the assumption. 
Case a2:~X'(x~J+u)>0 
Using the definition 
x[J +1] ~< r [A _ ~j(r [j] - -  go[J]), 
we get 
r [ J+l ]  _ ~[ j+ l ]  =x~J+l ]  _ t,[ j] 
<~ r [ j ]  _ 7 j ( r  [ j ]  - -  EtA) - -  ftJ] 
<rtA  _ ?* (~ + g) _ ~[J] 
and we get again a contradiction. It remains 
• r [ j ]  _ d'[ J] 
Case b: x~ j+'] =fu]  + i £'( tgJ)l 
Case bl: ~b~'(x~J+l])<0. 
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Again we estimate the new search interval: 
r[J+U _ to[J+ 1] ~__ r [ J ]  _ x[J +1] 
___r[J]_ ~[J] + I ,x'(ttJa)l kx.(r,,j) 
We estimate I  *(ttJJ) I by a and ~b~*(r tjl) by 1 
<i f+e-a - -  
1+~ 
So we have still to examine 
Case b2: ~,X*(xtkY+ll)>0. 
We denote by ~ke := I [( tJl)l 
r[J+l ] _ ga[j+l] =x[ J+I ]  _ _  g~[j] 
~< 6 j~ + ¢,e ~ +---5-~ ~[J] 
~<{+g because ~be ~< 
1 +---; 
1+0¢ 
1+c¢ 
1 
+1 
Hence the assumption, that there is no convergent subsequence, has to be false. O 
If we choose the initial value x[, °] close enough to the solution x*, we will obtain a quadratic 
convergence because of the Newton iteration. Especially, if we do some refinement (i.e. some more 
iterations) this is of importance since in this case we have a high probability that the condition on 
the initial value is fulfilled. 
Some Remarks. Since we used all properties of the transformation F shown in Corollary 5.1, this 
method is able to fulfill the catalog of requirements given in the beginning of Section 4 in a wide 
range: 
Theorem (5.2) gives requirement (1). But we have to also take into account he estimates of the 
discrepancy in Section 4. 
The other requirements are fulfilled by any iterative method. By the quadratic onvergence in the 
neighborhood of the solution, guaranteed by this method, it is especially useful to follow slowly 
changing f .  Hence it fulfills requirement (5). 
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Furthermore, we can choose the parameter e in advance - -  resp. it can be adapted by some 
additional iterations on already constructed particles - -  that we construct sequences of points instead 
of sequences of ensembles. 
The practical tests in the next chapter will show whether those theoretical advantages of the 
method can be proven in practice. 
6. Numerical tests 
6.1. Numerical tests in two dimensions 
Using the method introduced in [6], we are able to calculate and compare the discrepancies of 
several particle-ensembles. 
We try to approximate the measure #f, where 
f . ~2 __+ ~, 
(X, y) ~ sin 27roc 2=y + 1. 
The considered f has two zeroes and furthermore it is quit flat in a neighborhood of those zeroes 
(V f=0) .  So we can test the ability to approximate measures with small f .  
We started with an uniformly distributed sequence of particles, which was constructed by the 
method of Sobol (s. [1]), (p,).  
The starting section, consisting of n points has the following discrepancies (Table 1). 
Table 2 gives the discrepancies of the transformed sequences which we constructed using the 
method of Hlawka/Miick: 
Table 1 
Ozt 0. ~ 12 n 
128 0,02515 
256 0,01146 
512 0,00841 
1024 0,00430 
2048 0,00247 
Table 2 
n Dur 
128 0,10938 
256 0,08905 
512 0,08203 
1024 0,07885 
2048 0,07406 
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Table 3 
n e = 10  -1  g = 10  -2  e = 10  .3  ~ = 10  -4  e = 10 .5 
128 0,06520 0,03724 0,03928 0,03888 0,03888 
256 0,05739 0,02400 0,02289 0,02213 0,02213 
512 0,05445 0,01725 0,01609 0,01542 0,01542 
1024 0,05417 0,01476 0,01273 0,01273 0,01273 
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Because the method introduced in this paper has the additional parameter e, we constructed for 
fixed length n transformed sequences using different values of e (Table 3). 
Hence in this example the results of the new method are much better than the results of the 
Hlawka-/Miick-method which has only the free choice of the number of particles. 
In addition, we see a value of 5= 10 .2 is usable in the full range from n = 128 to n = 1024. So it 
is not necessary to refine the transformation for increasing n in this range. Hence, the effort in the 
number of numerical integrations we have to do is of order (9(n) whereas this order is (9(n 2) in the 
case of the Hlawka-/Miick method. 
6.2. Application to real densities & higher dimensions 
Since we were able to reduce the problem of a d-dimensional non-linear system to the problem 
of d one-dimensional equations, the increase in the effort to solve a (d + 1)-dimensional system 
is just the solution of one further one-dimensional equation. However, we need in this case for 
the evaluation of 01(d + 1 )-dimensional numerical integrations. Even if we use particle methods to 
calculate them, the effort is increased considerably. Furthermore, we need in higher dimensions more 
transformed points to get a good approximation. 
Another big difficulty is the testing of higher-dimensional transformed sequences of points, since 
we cannot evaluate e.g. the discrepancy because the effort would be to high. In our examples, 
Maxwell distributions in the velocity resp. phase space 
f =ce -v2/2, resp. 
f = cp(x) e -v2/2, 
we calculated moments in place of discrepancies. This is for several reasons problematic: 
• The Variation in the sense of Hardy & Krause of the functions 4)= Ivl k is not bounded. 
• The zeroes of those functions q~ take place, where f takes its maximum, where hence the most 
of the transformed particles are placed. Therefore, we loose a lot of information if we calculate 
moments. 
So the results can only give a rough estimation of the quality of the constructed sequences of points. 
We can just prove, whether the distribution "makes somehow sense". 
We started with uniformly distributed sequences, which were constructed following the method 
of Sobol. The first coordinate is the van-der-Corput sequences, the others are the LP~-sequences 
connected to the monocyclic operators ui + Ui+l, u~+2 + ui+l + ui, ui+3 -~ Ui+l -~- Ui, Ui+3 "Jr- Ui+2 -~- Ui and 
Ui+ 4 --~ Ui+ 1 ~- U i. 
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Table 4 
1,571 z 
n = 512 1,531 
n = 1024 1,535 
n = 2048 1,536 
n = 4192 1,537 
First, we approximated a three-dimensional Maxwell distribution in the velocity space: 
f .  N3 ---* N3, 
(Vl, V2, V3) ~ e v2/2, 
where  v : :  Ilvll2- 
To get a compact region, we substituted f by j~ :-- fit_2,5,2,513. In this case also this cut-off has 
influence on the results, but we are only interested in qualitative statements. We distributed 4192 
points and calculated the first moment - -  the expectation value for the modulus of the velocity: 
f~  7~ ve v~/2 dv = ~.
The approximation leads one to Table 4. 
Even though the calculation cannot give that quantitative results (take also into consideration the 
naiv cut-off), we can state qualitatively, that the method is able to approximate densities also in 
higher dimensions. 
7. Conclusions 
In this paper, we developed, based on the transformation i troduced by Hlawka and Miick, a 
method to construct sequences of points, which approximate some density f .  Since we used the 
special properties of the transformation, it is possible to do the construction in a quite efficient 
manner. 
The main difficulty of all methods, that are based on the Hlawka/Miick transformation, is caused 
by the fact that the transformation is a fracture of two integrals. Hence in higher dimensions, we 
have to evaluate in general numerically multidimensional integrals. In our method we can reduce 
this, because we have to evaluate integrals in the highest dimension only for the solution of the first 
equation. 
The method competes well on the theoretical side by fulfilling the requirements posed in the 
beginning of Section 3.1 as well as on the practical side as shown in Section 5. 
Because of its properties the method seems also to be very useful to approximate distributions, 
that vary in time. Here, we have to take into consideration that we have quadratic onvergence in
a neighborhood of the solution. So the rearrangement i  every time step only needs few iterations. 
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